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Abstract: Currently all the encryption and decryption methods, in communication depend upon the use of a key, which
by itself remains constant and needs a manual interaction to bring forward a change. In order to avoid this problem, we
introduced a method which will almost eliminate the need for human element. This concept has been established by
developing a key generation system that does not need the key to be constant or pre declared. A type of key that is not
only self-changeable but also unique for every message that is being sent. This key will remain applicable to a
particular message only for a set period of time. This dual concept of time and uniqueness for every message makes up
the Twin Encryption System (TES). TES develops a key based on unique identities of two communicating machines
and the current time, which creates a time function that can encrypt and decrypt the file or message without the need for
fixing the key and then sharing it.
Keywords: TES, Cryptography, encryption, time-stamp, self-changeable key, Symmetric key, Asymmetric key,
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I. INTRODUCTION
In today's world security and privacy in communication is
of a major concern. A lot of ways have been developed to
create such an environment where messages can be sent,
encrypted. This process, of encryption and decryption of
data is called cryptography [1]. Cryptography effectively
includes two things: encryption and decryption and a key
is required for both the processes. This key can be
classified into symmetric key and asymmetric key. In
symmetric-key cryptography two keys are used, one for
encryption and other for decryption. They can be
implemented either as block ciphers [2] or stream ciphers
[3]. And in asymmetric key cryptography only one key is
used for, both, encryption as well as decryption and a
system of public key [4] and private key [5] is used to
ensure further security. The terms Bob, Alice and Eve are
much used in understanding cryptography, where Alice
Fig.1 Alice and Bob, communication channel
stands for the encryption side and Bob stands for
decryption side and Eve represents the third party which Third, we have used the length of the text in the process of
can steal the codes and messages, which is depicted in encryption and decryption in order to further increase the
Fig.1.
security and uniqueness of the key and lastly we have
The threat of Eve is possible in both the types of introduced a method for keeping the messages private by
cryptography as they all have a prefixed key which can be making the key changeable with respect to the time. The
stolen. In order to resolve this flaw new methodologies, key will change itself every minute and for every different
need to be developed which can protect the key from length of text. Many algorithms have been developed for
the purpose of encryption and decryption. Such as Data
being leaked.
Our contribution: - We have tried to contribute as follows: Encryption Standard (DES), the Advance Encryption
- First, we introduced a method of developing the key Standard (AES) [6], RSA algorithm [7], and SSL/ TLS
which includes MAC addresses and other types of [8], but they all have a constant key or keys which need to
identifications in combination with the time- stamp which be changed manually. All these algorithms mentioned use
will include the current year, month, date, time up to the complex mathematical analysis and mathematical
functions to get the desired key which takes time in
current minute.
Secondly, we have proposed a way of using the key which processing while our methodology uses simple
will use the same key for encryption and decryption, but, mathematical solutions and functions to achieve the result
the key will create three different parameters for and the complexity of the key and the cipher is only
created by the manipulation of alphabets and numbers.
encryption as well as decryption.
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section all the technicalities will be explained and
various procedures and pseudo algorithms will be given so
that, they could be later, easily written in any
programming language, desired. This section will include
the overview along with other major concepts of TES.
A. Overview
We have created a method of encryption and decryption of
plain text which we named as Twin Encryption System
(TES). Our proposed TES works in three stages: The first
stage is called key keeper. The second phase is called the
Run phase and the third phase is called the Vine phase.
TES can currently be only used for communication
between two thick clients [9] which have a MAC address
and global time synchronization or synchronization with
the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [10] [11]. In the TES
system the run phase and the key keeper will run on both
the thick clients while as the vine phase will run only once
which will be used for the communication between the
two thick clients, and it will be also used for sending the
message and sharing the MAC addressees with both the
thick clients.
B. The Key Keeper
The basic purpose of the key keeper is to run the
algorithms in order to create the key as well as the ciphers.
The key keeper in our proposed methodology will
combine the MAC address and the time stamp and the
length of the text into a, x + 12-digit key, (where x is the
length of the original text and the symbol “+” stands for
concatenation), which will be then split into three parts
which are named as cursors. All the three phases will have
a cursor associated with it: the memory cursor, the
reference cursor and the encryption cursor respectively.
By splitting the key in three cursors we get two four digit
cursors and one x + 4-digit cursor, out of which two, 4
digit cursors will be responsible for setting the characters
into the Reference array and the Encryption array and x +
4-digit cursor will be used to set characters into the
Memory array. The cursors are illustrated in Fig.2

Fig.2 depiction of the key and the three cursors
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Fig.3 sample of three arrays and their association with
each other
C. The Three Arrays
In our system we use three Arrays which are classified as
the Memory array, the Reference array and the Encryption
array. The TES will encrypt only one word at a time but
due to its simplicity it will still be a quick process. The
characters, which are to be encrypted, are treated as a
queue and the encryption will take place as a first come
first serve basis.
The Memory array will basically be set with
Alphanumeric characters into different blocks which will
be acquired with the help of the key, then it will match the
characters with the character that is currently being
processed and with that particular character there will be a
number assigned to it which will be generated in the
Reference array.
The Reference array works in two parts; one attached with
the Memory array and the other will be associated with the
Encryption array. In the Reference array using the key, a
series of numbers will be created which will be put into
the wheel and then split into two parts. One part will
assign numbers to the blocks of the Memory array and the
other part will assign numbers to the Encryption array,
identically. The Encryption array will have alphanumeric
characters filled in the blocks just like Memory array, but
in this case the characters will be attached to the numbers,
of the Reference array, while as in the Memory array the
numbers of the Reference array were attached to the
characters. The Encryption array will create a final cipher
which will be sent to the receiver or Alice. The Memory
array and the Encryption array will contain all the English
alphabets both upper case and lower case and it will also
include numbers from 0 to 9 and a space and period
including other symbols which are present on a standard
keyboard [12].
D. The Run Phase
This phase actually works on converting the plain text into
a cipher text. The number of alphanumeric characters in
the cipher text will be greater than the number of
characters in the plain text. The run phase will use the
cursors from the key keeper. The memory cursor will be
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used to set the characters into the Memory array in a
sequence which will be same when generated by the
receiver thick client or the sender thick client.
The run phase will take the Reference cursor and the
Encryption cursor to generate the setting for the Reference
array and the Encryption array respectively. After all the
three arrays have been set. The Reference array splits into
two identical parts, one part gets attached with the
Memory array and the Encryption array gets attached to
the second part. Now the actual encryption takes place,
which is shown in Fig.4.
Original Text: - THIS IS A BOOK

For example: - a character “A” is called 2 times on the 4th
and 7th instance of the sequence. The numbers 4 and 7 will
be associated with the character “A”.
(VI)
In the Encryption array each character will also
have an index number, which starts from 0. In this step a
new array will be created which will reserve index
positions depending upon the index of the characters
which were called earlier.
(VII)
Each reserved position will be filled by the
numbers associated to the characters, which were called
earlier, in an ascending order filling the unreserved
positions with the exact character from the Encryption
array, which lies in the same index as that of the empty
positions. If the reserved positions are greater than the
actual number of blocks they will follow a repetition in the
same pattern as mentioned above.
(VIII) In the last step of the process the reserved
positions will be occupied by the characters associated
with the numbers in those particular positions. The
repetitions will also follow the said pattern. The Memory
array works on a first in first out (fifo) principle.
E. The Vine Phase
This phase will be used for communication between the
sender and the receiver. At the senders side it will fetch
the MAC address of the receiver and the time stamp to the
minute which should be same for both the thick clients and
in the receiver's side it will fetch the MAC address of the
sender. The Vine phase will also be used to send and
receive the cipher text. The address resolution protocol
(ARP) is a telecommunication protocol which is used for
resolution of network link layer addresses (IP) into link
layer addresses (MAC). ARP is used to map a network
address (like IPv4) into a physical address (MAC). ARP
can be implemented with many combinations of the
networks and data link layers. But here we will only use it
to extract the target Think Client’s MAC address to
generate a unique structure to create our key. [15]
The main part of the communication will be taken over a
common shared server where on a successful login by both
the thick clients, the time and MAC address will be stored
and entered in a log table which will further be shared by
both the thick clients. Now to prevent misuse a final
crosscheck will be made by the respective thick clients by
checking their own MAC addresses.

Fig.4 illustration of the encryption process
(I)
First it will take a character from the actual text
and match it in the Memory array.
(II)
With that particular character there will be a
number attached to it.
(III)
This number will be matched with other part of
the Reference array which is attached to the Encryption
array.
(IV)
In the Encryption array there will be a character
attached to that unique number, which will be called for
processing.
(V)
Depending upon the number and the sequence, a
character is called from the Encryption array and numbers
will be assigned to that character.
Copyright to IJARCCE

To extract MAC address we will use ARP and nmap, their
MAC address will be extracted with the help of the IP
addresses. The scanning will be done by nmap. Nmap is a
port scanning tool which can scan all the connection made
by both TCP and UDP which again is an advantage for us
as we are not bound by single standard of protocol. On
scanning and obtaining the IP addresses of both the thick
client their respective MAC addresses will be shared. Now
comes the use of ARP, ARP (Address Resolution
Protocol) works on the layer 2 of OSI model and is used to
fetch the MAC Address with the help of the IP address.
After acquiring both the MAC addresses, for security
reasons ARP will authenticate by accessing its own MAC
address where the algorithm is running and if one MAC
address out of two matches the thick client’s MAC
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address, it will proceed. The working of the ARP is shown
x=x/10
in Fig.5.
len(key)=12
for i 0 to len(x)
k1=Key[[concat(k)] [i] # Memory
Cursor
for i 4 to 8
k2=Key[i]
#
Reference
Cursor
for i 8 to 12
k3=Key[i]
#
Encryption
Cursor
This will create the x + 12-digit key and split the key into
three cursors which is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.5 ARP request pattern
III. THE ALGORITHMS
A. The Key Keeper Algorithm
Key Keeper Algorithm (KKA) has two stages and they
will run differently on the receiver side and the sender
side. On the sender side, the KKA will simply create a 12
+ x digit key as all the necessary inputs are acquirable. In
Equation (1), the formula will generate the 12 digits for
the sender side and x is the total number of characters
present in the original text. IDa and IDb are identities for
the two clients and Ptime, is the current time stamp. It can be
a MAC address or any other type of identity, depending
upon the technology used to connect the two thick clients.

(1)
Algorithm pseudo code: Convert the alphabets into numbers
11-> A,12-> B, 13> C, 14-> D, 15->E, 16->F.
fetch MACadd(M1)
fetch MACadd(M2)
fetch Time(T1)
fetch original string (x)
for (i=n to 0; i--)
num=add(M1[i], M2[i])
if (num=(M1[i]+M2[i]))
num=M1[i]
else if (num>=10)
Convert (num=A, B, C, D, E, F, G)
split till len(num)=12
if n < 12 then n + x = 12
if x = 3
then n-1 * x, n-2 * x, n-3 * x
loop
key=add (num, T1)
if add>10
Convert (add=A, B, C, D, E, F, G)
loop
len(x)
k. append(x%10)
Copyright to IJARCCE

Fig.6 splitting of cursors
Stage two: -The stage two will run on the receiver side.
This will work exactly the same as “stage one”, but the
only difference is, the length of the original text will not
be known. The Reference cursor and the Encryption cursor
will proceed normally while as the Memory cursor will be
kept on standby until we acquire the length of the actual
text. So in stage two the algorithm will start from the
Encryption array
(I)
The Encryption array will be overlapped by the
cipher text and all the characters which are not identical
will create a string of the remaining characters. The length
of this string will be equal to the length of the original text.
Now the Memory cursor can also proceed.
(II)
This string of characters will be matched with the
same characters in the Encryption array and the numbers
associated with those characters will be fetched.
(III)
The fetched numbers will be matched with the
numbers in the Memory array and the characters
associated with those numbers will be pushed and stored
in a string. This string will be the actual text.
B. The Cursor Algorithm
This is the stage two of the KKA. It will take the three
cursors which were created in the key keeper algorithm
and concatenate the total number of characters used in the
original plain text to the beginning of the string. The
cursor algorithm is responsible for setting up the numbers
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and characters in all the three arrays. Below are the steps
which are undergone in the cursor algorithm:
1. Take all characters and symbols in standard keyboard
and put them in actual sequences in an array or a list.
2. For Memory array take the first cursor, the memory
cursor and take one number at a time from it,
depending upon the value of the number shift the
characters to the left or right. In the array index if the
character is even take it to right if it is odd then take it
to left. repeat this process until all the numbers of the
first cursor have undergone this system and then repeat
the whole process N times (N stands for the sum of
characters in the key).
3. For Encryption array the process will be exactly the
same, so read above. The only difference is that third
cursor will be used here.
4. For Reference array fill the array with numbers from 0
to 9 and then use the same process to mix up the
numbers by using the second cursor.
5. By using these three cursors in the Memory array, the
Encryption array and the Reference array respectively
we get three different strings which will be put into the
arrays identically and in that particular sequence. It is
shown in Fig.7.

reference. append((>>[x]) a[i])
i=i+2
j from 95 to 0
reference. append((<<[x]) a[i])
j=j-2
#setting up the encryption array when x is in c
i from 0 to 95
encryption. append((>>[x]) a[i])
i=i+2
j from 95 to 0
encryption. append((<<[x]) a[i])
j=j-2
C. Limitations
As the concept the basic level there are certain limitations:
1. At the present level the TES system can only be used
between two thick clients.
2. The uniqueness of the system is, the self-changeable
key process which is done every minute so it gives
only one minute for encryption and decryption.
IV. CONCLUSION
The TES system can give more secure method of
communication. A server based system could be
developed which will take the TES system to next level of
secure communication.
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